Introduction and summary of results. With the settling of the Problem of Post by Friedburg and Mucnik 2 a question that naturally presents itself is whether or not unsolvability results about word problems and related problems can be paralleled for arbitrary recursively enumerable degrees of unsolvability, i.e., for any such degree, D, does there exist a problem of such-and-such a kind having degree D?
1 The author is an Associate Member of the Center for Advanced Study, University of Illinois. This research was supported earlier by the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation and the United States Office of Naval Research.
2 E. L. Post, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 50 (1944) , 314, lines 17-22; R. M. Friedburg, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S. A. 43 (1957), 236-238; A. A. Mucnik, Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR (N.S.) 108 (1956), 194-197. 3 «WP" indicates The Word Problem, Ann. of Math. 70 (1959) , 207-265 and numbers in square brackets refer to the bibliography of WP. 4 Meeting of the Association for Symbolic Logic, Leeds, August 1962. Result B and related results were presented to this meeting. Result A, to the International Congress of Mathematicians, Stockholm, August 1962. Result C, to the Internationales Kolloquium Über Endliche Gruppen, Oberwolfach, June, 1960. Result C was discovered independently by C. R. Clapham.
Addison-Feeney-Rabin-Adjan Theorems 5 follow: the analogue for Thue systems by Result A and a very easy modification of Markov's original argument; the analogue for group presentations of the type described in Result C, by Result C and a very easy modification of Rabin's argument. (As to the analogue for finitely presented groups, this would similarly be established by the existence of a finitely presented group with word problem of preassigned arbitrary recursively enumerable degree.) PROOF OF RESULT A. 6 Let Xi be any semi-Thue system having the form which we now stipulate. The semi-Thue systems X2, Xz and Xi depend on Xi.
Here each ©,->©ƒ, t«l, 2,--P is of the form HAg a A'H' -^Hn^n'H', where (1) : ©<->©' is a rule couple of U4 where ©«->©' is any rule couple of U3 other than of U2.5 or U2.6 and © and ©' are obtained from © and ©' respectively by adding L as (additional) subscript to h and every 5-symbol at each occurrence left of the ^-symbol and adding R as (additional) subscript to ft and every s-symbol at each occurrence right of the g-symbol. Where i=l, 2, • • P and j3 = 0, 1, Since X* is a Thue system, by Lemma 1 and Equivalence Theorem 1, Result A is immediate.
The following definitions apply to Xi, £2, Xz. Both A and II are variables for words on the s-and /-symbols ; both S and 0, for words on the/-symbols ; S is a variable for words of form 9 EftAg a IIftO (special words) ; À is (Â is) the word A with /-symbols (with all symbols but /-symbols) everywhere erased. The word A is semi-special if A or h A or Ah or h Ah is special ; © is a variable for semi-special words. A word of form AhqôB is initial. We use T (We use A) as a variable for initial special (for initial semi-special) words. We use $ as variable for words containing at most one occurrence of a g-symbol (regular words). With no r (no A) in the context, "T is (A is) a variable for/-free special initial (for /-free semi-special initial) words. A special initial word of form hq 0 s" +l h is numerical. The notation (?f, f numerical) t\-2 hqh indicates 10 the following decision problem: to determine for arbitrary T, «Does f 1 hafts*?" The plan of the argument for Equivalence Theorem 1 in the non-7 Exponents are used in the usual way; within exponents, n is always a variable for natural numbers. 
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trivial direction is to show, in the diagrammatic arrangement below, that each decision problem P is reducible to the decision problem(s) at the head(s) of the arrow (s) issuing upward from P. Beside each arrow is written the number of the theorem asserting the reduction indicated. Apply R l to the pair 0, 0' to determine whether or not 01-3 0'. Apply R z to both Â(0) and Â(0') consulting Table 4 about answer.
Apply Ri to 0, 0' to determine whether or not 0h-30'. We omit a discussion of the argument for Equivalence Theorem 1
